modula sfod.premium 1019

_________________________________________________________________
Model Code F5389
revision 00 of 27-03-15
(the present replaces any previous versions)

Designer: Daniele Della Porta
Structure: pinewood and multilayer.
Spring system: elastic webbing.
Seat Padding: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100%
polyester padding covered with white linen.

Back Padding: ecological polyurethane foam and fiber (synthetic
fiberfill) covered with white linen.

Density of seat and back
Markets

Seat

Back

I

35/20 Medium

28/FIOCCO

GB

35/20 fire retardant

28/FIOCCO fire
retardant

Others

35/20 Medium

28/FIOCCO

D - NL - CH
USA - California

Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Coverings

Arm Interior: ecological polyurethane foam covered with 100%
polyester padding covered with white linen.
Removability: covers are entirely removable, with the exception of
"outfitted holder" versions (M02-M04).

suggested

not possible

thick leathers



thin elastic leathers



natural leathers



fabric*



Sewing: the model features a decorative stitch (n°8_ 1 AGO) with
natural color thread, on the front side of the back cushions and upper side
of the armrests.

microfibre*



Components: “Outfitted holder” versions (M02-M04) are equipped with

a rosewood colored beech-wood layer, provided with a flexible, removable
touch technology Led lamp, an aluminum varnished abs beverage holder
and a pop-up USB charger for tablets and smartphones (that can be
charged at the same time). The beverage holder is not available on
version M04. These versions come with a storage compartment, that can
be used by lifting the wooden layer.

not suggested

leather + split



DeLuxe



multi colour



multi-category
multi covering



Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.
* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

Model not available in fabric art. Black Jack.

Standard feet: P633A, in pvc, h. 3 cm, with anti-skid rubber.
Optional versions: (B32) rosewood colored beech-wood layer (5 mm
thick), also available in: black, cherry, dark walnut, light walnut, silver and
natural. Wood layer version (B32) is recommended on large armrest
version (I98). Trapezoid-shaped lumbars (E82) in mollapiuma.
Please note: with the exception of small armrest versions (I96) which

are equipped with hook brackets, no assembly systems are fixed on the
single units (which are completely finished on the sides) as they are
joined just drawing one piece next to the other. The armrest needs to be
removed from the set before any moving. The model is completely
finished on each side; each single element is covered also on inner sides.

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

MOD_LED

DOGHE

N.8_1AGO

Feet

________

P633A

Ottoman

With the reservation of carrying for production purposes and without
advanced notices
modifications on the materials, coverings and
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the
production process tolerances.
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modula sfod. premium 1019
L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

L 98
H93 D98 SH44 SD62

L 98
H93 D98 SH44 SD62

L 75
H93 D98 SH44 SD62

L 90
H93 D98 SH44 SD62

L 105
H93 D98 SH44 SD62

version code

110

120

D62

130

144

Description

1 right arm

1 left arm facing

small chair no

chair without

maxi chair no

facing chair

chair

arm

armr.

arm

L 75
H93 D158 SH44 SD122

L 90
H93 D158 SH44 SD122

L 105
H93 D158 SH44 SD122

L 90
H93 D92 SH44 SD56

L 167
H93 D125 SH44 SD62

L 167
H93 D125 SH44 SD62

F78

T63

M06

T71

I90

I91

armless mini

chaise longue

maxi armless

corner chair

rhf long back

lhf long back

chaise longue

with no arm.

chaise long

special corner

special corner

L 61
H22 D15 SH- SD-

L 105
H42 D60 SH- SD-

L 90
H42 D60 SH- SD-

L 75
H42 D60 SH- SD-

L 60
H42 D90 SH- SD-

L 60
H42 D90 SH- SD-

E82

641

635

I94

A24

A35

trapezoid-shaped

rectang.ottoman

rectangular

mini rectangular

terminal ottoman

terminal ottoman

lumbar

maxi

ottoman

ottoman

rx

lx

L 38
H49 D76 SH- SD-

L 22
H49 D76 SH- SD-

L 54
H49 D76 SH- SD-

L 38
H49 D76 SH- SD-

L 54
H49 D76 SH- SD-

L 28
H- D70 SH- SD-

I98

I96

M00

M04

M02

B32

large armrest

small armrest

x armrest

outfit.holder

outfitted holder x

layer with staves

large arm.

armrest
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modula sfod. premium 1019
L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

LH- D- SH- SD-

LH- D- SH- SD-

LH- D- SH- SD-

LH- D- SH- SD-

LH- D- SH- SD-

version code

W43

W44

W45

W46

W47

m04 + 144 + 040

i98 + m06 + 144 +

i96 + i90 + 144 +

i96 + i90 + 144 +

i96 + 130 + t71 +

+ d62 + d62 + a24

641 + m04

t63 + m04

m04

d62 + m02 + f78 +

Description

i98

LH- D- SH- SD-

W48
120 + 130 + 110 +
635
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